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AN OVERVIEW
I

Soria: research, as it r.elate i tc educ2riconal ad.evement mod-i-itzs

determinants,: has profoundly suffzered. 'rum inadequaci .1r1 sampl:Lx- 1*- g

'
.;,.:...,

ind measurement Theoretical argummrt- :rave ci..---cled.71:rotini. the asep.-Grat-.

4 -roles, of in-school and out-of-ssogun, precurserr of seta
emvir....--7=a1 efforts have been -harez itrysseadecpUbecOes79f; timn and

orr4rw:.-...oualization., From: Proj,cp-.; latfaarm- 4tit.e.:- Wry .of
J ,,

-.1::',"
.., .. .,.. ..,Cait'!--onal Cpcoatunity Survey gan-,--;toloonc..Meamer-ement,-:-. especially

...
scho asedcharacw _ir. has inarrostcl, brt. the

. ,

ass*simmen--- of col- --- f.-school fa .c.--.-cTiF5 . -,:emaieledfienamitAx. ...4%! '.su

ti .14

. -

of zT ' 4,,velpalois or teacher Iry

3.41111k-te -ere -- their err:1414,ns ed
a mayor Juivapre km_ the assessmem. out-of-

igli datarela Isill...,0- to educational achi*-1/4.timent For the first time a d base

has ben assembled which:
.-

- reorebentative, of all 77:5. , hildren enro..` lest
, .

public schools, grades : t.forrOugh 6;
, ...

1

4 fully adequate home-inre-vizew-based measurement ,

cribed- bEe.i.3,20., -LI represent-
,

61 factors and their

am

a

. -family econom1c,demogravhic and social cD,71.rac=eristics; and .

- 40 the full range of stamegrdlZed achieirem ev-7. mest data.
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e .
.% . .

In this paper , atwe have t ted a 41secriipti-ve exhibit/mm 0f some ofait
.. .

v 0,

the main features of these t . A=ut 4 L le saciail benchmatrks are 't ..

difficult tr, Mme by Thine, the relattve preciiione-ofxsesasureMeit' limd
111 0. ." k..,

e

the representativeness of*he.sarbisloe de is thims.entnibitimma-
,, ... 5 - .

,
In perforining the .tabulatinass and amalystes nlepotted here, we haye

,emphasi-ted three, things: ?
c.

group perrormanc difference epasiure,Berits which,
1ate free .of the scont titre" teams u ;

, - ,.trends, or hacks thenf, .'sver grades;

. - potential Mid. actual cb..flim-renEos in perfoissanmt

levels and, profiles or test Ct9ntvntstw

In taking this approach we have emithalmitasil, the r..11.4tive.amigsvitude of
'r,

such.groui "differendes,- compat=ng theft ac -rows family chata=t.eristics

(e-g., poverty vs. pament educa-tiora effect, ), gramie-s, _ear tests
.411r

reading]compiehension vs. maantslt1Lics conititutation) WI have

that this 'task- '411 strengthen our grasp f rue important fEicts athiCh

must precur$e sound educat ional policies

.9.



TEE DATA, BASE

,

Time Sustathing Effects Study,carried oht by SystemZeveloOnent CorporatiOn,

4 . ,

included t collection,of achievement'test data from a largukepresentative
./

sample of pupils in grades one through six. Data were collected in 611 Of/
.

1976 esirig tests of-vocabuIary, reading comprehension mathematics concepts,

and mathenatica computa0 tion. The sampling designiand.procedures employed in
. .

this exiensive dita collection are described in Sustaining Effects Study

Technical "Report. NUmber 1 (loepfner, ingOrski,and Wellisch,"1977)-.. For a

representative subsample of the sane pupilt,:Decima Research collected exten-

sive, detalie(PinformatiOn on hone bnckground-aNd economj,c status. Together,

these background and achievement data can be used to' answer important,

questions about.the,concOmmitInts of academic achievement. -Findings concern-

ing the relation of achieVemept to maternal educatiOn, poverty, and racial/

ethnic identification are presented in this report. Trends -in these relation-
-

Ships acrosi.graae-level caDn.bpcharted, and the strength of.relationships can"-
- .

.

Abe compared fofthe,diffekent content areas tetted.-:: Inthe course of perform

/
ing analyses_, of achievement for diffe ce subpopulations, the frequencies for

./the SubpOpulationsIthemselves,wereogenerated, and these are also reported.. All

',-tabulatIonSOPOrted are nationally repretentatiy

1.2 DESCRIBING-ACHIEVEMENT-DIFFERENCES

.

Ohe-of the major strengths of the'dat
ac
base is the inclusion of-diffeFeht

' s
-, /,

'gra& levels and different content -areas. Unfortunately, aifferent grades,
. .

_

and Hifferent content areas regaired differenttest instruments. It is

N
nnt'meaningful ast whether analisolute level of performance'onA test

ti



..e
(

. 2-
in One content.Ar Is the-sameas an'ibaolute level of p'e'rformance in',

.

. .4

. . .

-'another area, 'or eVen on 4differentAest in the same area, except,under

. - .

.
very special conditions.;) However, it is botch feasible and defilrable,to, .

.
.

4_ .

compare the relative Performance fT different groups on different tests.

.

All;of the qUestions addressed in this report yhich involve achievement can

/

be framed in this way. For example, by dividing the sample at a.given grade
. .

, . 4 ,..

level into subgroups according to maternal education and,asking abctut the' ,
7!

- : , . ;
i.

I
- relative performance of these groups on "a ,test of reading comprehension, the

...,. ,
. . 1.

relation ,of maternal education and creading_comprehension at that.grade level.

... , ,
.

is addressed. When thelsatielnalYsia is done using a test, of e.g., mathematics"

computation, we can sa y y-whether the performance of, lbw - maternal- education afd-
. ,

high-maternal-edudation children is More similar in reading coulytbension or

.
in mathemarlcs computation, and tereby compareNhe.strength'of the=relatinn-

. .

ships in'thevse two content-areas.

or to make-this kin of comparison, a method was ndeded to express ehe

differences between. distributions-of. achievementwfor two groups which dei not
. .

depend,on the particulfar test used. The details of tilis method are explained

--.

,--- ... ., .

.

..

I , A, -
in a papet 'by :Thrash, Haertel, 45, Wiley (1979) but a Summary is as follows-

, A,
/,-

. .
J -4//

The ichi.svement distribution for a given group

1 .

ComPletely'diaCribed.by'al*Stsiving. the proportion of,the group scoringi

at or! below each. ,auccessive score. . That is,. the list' gives the pronOttiom
% *.

with a score of 0; the:Proporti*Fith a.-score of 0 or 1,, he. proportion
. ,

,Akoring-0;'L, or 2, etc. If a-siMilar list` constructed for Ersecond'
.., ,

..,

on a gilien ,test.

.1

..11,

4.

7 S,

1.



group and the sucteSsive values 0,-1ne list are pairezt with the'ccrrepponding

values on the otifter, the -resuritisp,-3 dem of pairs iil-ovides a descri.pranstof

the relative performance of tiP.e. .gro4s which does mpt depend at a.:,1 an
,

the scale.of the Jrziginal nest. Ohs is done, a new scale nay--be

1

chosen to'make distribeatim +' one group normal with a mean of zer-.7,

a' standard deviammon. of 1. lawn. iwslag this new scale, the meat and srancp,oir

deviation for the awcond trimbp4m tnnputed. We world refer to the fi.r-s7

grqup as the reference g_/#441 a -"ln second as the comparison` group_

mean and standard no.mlatop tossat.a.d for the comparison group using the
/..

scale fire for th_refiert-drace up are called the relacive mean'and

%

relative standard.rieviatioma: and amegether they provide a summary of the

comparison group's 7.-Jerforenamme re.-ptive to the reference group which

does notdepend or -1-.e `particular. 'zziest used. Since the reference group's
f, _

-

\mean was fixed a- theccompnrisan grout mean is equal to the difference

,,
...'

between the mead fti the two gribps, in reference:-group standard deltations.

. .

Since the referssic 's standard .deviation wss-fixed at 1, t 'heatamparisoa
_ ,

.. . ,

. .... . )...

4' .

group standard tiam is equal to the ratio jof the sfandakd deviar=ons-
.

Torthe two gi The relative mman'and-relative standard deylatten

/summarize the dfcrt in achievemPnt for the two groups with /two Amsily

interpreted ntinben-1 For the analyses in..thiS report,ethe reference group

Ls
.,.

. *

always taken co Jae the entire population: It should be pointed ,011t

hat ?his Proced4ce as not depend strongly ;on any aasumptiini of,noi-m1--.tAY.
i

A normal shapp is dipomed Arbitrarilv on the reference. group distributmeti,

and- the mean andi standard deViation of the comparison group are used to
- .

ummarize group differences, simply because Means.and'standard deviationm

are familiar and xeadily-interpretable distritionpi summaries.



MATERNAL EDUCATION BY RACE_ BY POVERT'" BY--ACHIEVEMENT F

71,9.4 paper has three purpav First, present some ma.74K findings of the

moillyseS performed;ipcond, 7o provide the'reAder with access to the detailed
,

.

. ..

iinfamation in Table 2.1 t-ough 2.6; arm. thtud, to illust.rate.the,star,isti-

. ..

cal methods employed ;L,4/0a.,- to aid other -eseemmers in applying the same

concerning the relar-lts nii0iir

a s'of questions are answered,

..,_..

poVerty, mater ucation, rice and.achievement.

methods.' In the reft..,iller af this paPer.

-4

Poverty and maternele reflectThe ,--7.omomic and educational compOnents

of socioeconomic summus. ?-ity tabulating t --=t. two variables against racial /'.

Anis/Adentificatl--- and examining acheivi- nt patterns over cells and

across content area aand wades, the follm...ing questions are among those

widch can be addremmmd.

1. What are the reiatiVe magnitudes of the effects of Maternal'

L %

education ancrpoverty.on achievement?

1,
2.

.10

Are theeffects of maternal education and poverty the

lame for the three racial /ethnic groups?

3. How-do the effects of maternal educationand4oVerty

.differacross content areas?

4. To what` extent are racial/ethnic differencds i
i

achievement eliminated Ity controlling for poverty

or maternal education?



Do-the gaps is achievement between racial/ethnic gromps

increase-with increasing grade ("Fanspread hypotheSI.

6. What is the distribution of maternal education among -_:he

three racial/ethnic groups, and among' ilo47-and nom -porn

populations?

. r

]n his section, each of these six-questions will be treated in dv.tail.

It shOuld be noted that the word "effeCi is used in staring theo,q

questions' for the`, sake of brevity clarity. These data do not permit

tests. of_ 'causal hypotheses, .and discuSsion of "the effect al ,X am

should not be taken to imply snyecausal connection.

2.1 THE VAR'ABLES AND THE TABLES

I

yll

The poverty, -race,. and maternal educationalrifiriables14Te briefly. desz-ribed

-

, . .

.below,.and the achievement teats are listed. :Tabulations of achievement by

each of race, motheeb edu6tion, and poverty, as well as tatations of,

achievement by each posSible pair oftheee three effects are included in

this, section.

Brief discriptions of t e variables for this tabulation
are as follows:

.

I

Maternal- Ectikation refer to he, educatidnal level ofae
woven in the' household.. .It is coded into three levels.
The lowest ,s(high schodPdropOut; 4he second-is high
school graduate or high school graduate plus some'college;
and the, est level is' college graduate.

Race refers o,racial/ethnic identification. The three
levels are mite -,nonHispani9 black - nonHispariicvand
Hispanic, persons. of other races (asians, American Indians,
'etc.) are excluded from the tabulations involving race:.



4- ft -8-.

Poverty refers to the 2.4.93 Orshansky poverty definition.
On the basis of famt2!F smr.ze and other characteristics, an.
income cutoff is estaillished, according to which each
household isTcless.1.:1L=i -.Ls-either poor or-nonpoor.- --- --.

--.
-,

.

Achievement in each am the four areas was measured using
two different tests.. These were successive leVels of\the
CTBS form S tests fror that contenp

.

airea,'including the
. . recommended level for each grade (at) grade.level) and the

next lower lev'el (below-grade level). The four content
areas tested were vocubulary, Reading Comprehention,.MSth-.

"ematicS Compts, ,aind Miathematics.COmputation.

j

The tables (Tables 2.1-2.6) all follow the same format. For each grade,

for each test, relative mr'ns are presented for all subgroups; These

relative means describe tbe achievement of each subg oup relative to

the total population.*.Successive grades are in adj ent columns for

t

facilitate inspection for trends across grades. At the end'ofthe table,

following the last tes voportions of-the population at each grad& )
le#el in each subgroup are presented, along with the'weighted total. group

sizelor that grade level. -The weighted total group size i simply the
- -

'.sum of the weightq f 1 pupils included at that grade.level. Each4

weight sum is approximately equal to the actual nuilipbr of pilpilS tested at

that grade level. A procedure for usingthese d4S
.

to apprdximate standard
. .

)
.

.
,

errors for: table Oftries is' describedin Appendix A.

2.2 AT VS. BELOW GRADE LEVEL TESTS

The
1
at-grade-level and below-grade-level tests in each content area should

theoretically give the same results. Differences,between the at and.

C



below tests in the relative means for a given,group reflect-both the

`..random variationsvariations which,would be expected fr n one replicat4n to.anotfier
.

and systematic differences between the content of the two tests. Thus,

comparing results according to the at- and below- grade -level tests in a

given content k.rea gives some indication Ofthe amount of errclr in the

procedure. The discrepancy will belarger than would be.(pxpect'ed if the

I

same test were given twice to the Same children; add smaller than Would.
,

be expected if the a,and below tests were given to'two different samples

of children.;

At

2.3 ANSWERING.THE QUESTIONS

2.3.1 The Relative Magnitude_bEffects of Maier al Education and

Poverty on Achievement

IPtur

-4"t

The table for Woman's Education (Table 2.3)' shows the relation'of maternal

education:to achreviment, as measured at six grade levels using eight

tests t each level. Each individual number for-one Subgroup at one grade

on one test gives the di erence between that subgroup's perfdimance and

the whole sample's performan irCstanaard deviation units. -Thus, in the

y.

woman's education table (Table2.1,6 on the first line in the first

v -

column the value -.580'indicates.that on the bqlow-grade-level vocabulary

test first graders whose mothers had not completed high-school scored

almost six tenths of a standaviideviation below the m an for all first

graders. tested. The first, problem is to get a quick overview of all

these data, to summarize the inirrOaL4duciation effect.

c
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4

As will genetally be the case_ wi these.data., no consistent. trends across

the six grades appeat
-taking medians across

.1on "first
1 (nspectioA.

Accordingly; ive tight 'egin by. - :A, c
;,,, .

l?5.

4,
grades for. eacyof the eight tests., These are

summarized lorelow

Vocabulary
Reading- Comp .

Math Concepts
/thtb Comp.

/

- ifs

w' At

:52 -.47

. 1.44'
.

-.49 -.43

-.35 -.27

HS COLLEGE 1

4

45?
-1S

-,, Below

:15

14..

-14 -

.09

.12

{

-.127

.08'.

Below*

,r
644

.J4 "
-

.55

.49\

At

471

.59

38

.43

.

The medians tabled,in this way show a faitly clear pattern of effects.

The first point- to note is -thft the. below- grade- level. ,tests shoW larger

effectst(are further from the mean)" <I, and HS levels !while thit

at gradelevel tests, _with the exception of hCompatation, show larger

effect in the -College-level. This pattern is not at all surprising.
The

r . . .better-th match between the difficulty

ability level of the populate the-higher
.

5 : .1'

reliability of, the-measurement, Theiiag r the reliability, the. lower
le.

level 'of the test andf.the

the internal coLtst-ency

the degree of ion dward the mean." , KR-21 reliabilities were
.

t
1consistently higher do the at-grade-level."tests...and lower pc ,phe below-

? ,,. ,T (1
. .

glade -level tests forCollege. than. for the other two groups._

S.

. 1 -

1 .
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..\ .< , y .' ' ' ... -y

The Apccind p6int to 'Note is that, effects are largept for:4ocab lary,(. .
sm if for 'mathematics computation, and intern). ;grate %foriereading ,, . 0

. .fr
CoMkreension and inathematictconcepts. This:also makei sense. The'

relation:of.4rOtternal education tp achievement is largest 'in the area which would

be expeCted to most influenced by -home environment, smallest Ali:the

:area home enVironnient, intermedaate

Fins\ally, we may note that the..effects are 'highly Consistent, Setting
h,

side .math-,:computatiory, the larpst at:- below difference is only :071-

standard deViatiot; u7;i1s..(fcir vocabulary iri.the-:College sample),and the

.1a.rgest content. difference is, .13 standard deviations (vocabultry..vs.

math concepts, at ,grade level,C011ege satritle)_. AVerage differences

between the three levels of maternal educatio'n are much larger

roughly.-.55 standard deviation'between 'dri;pour and high school graduate,

and 4 5 standard deviation between high-school-:gradtiale Ad college
. .

,graduat.e.

On the basis of. this examination, we may take the reading comprehension

'-below grade level test as typical of the eight'te.sts, and use the Median

values for that test to, represent maternal education: -.47 for high

s,chool drokut,, .14 for high school graduate, iand .54 for col:lege graduate..
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Turning to the table for poverty (Table 2.2) there again appears to
'be,

no

.

strong trend Over gradolevelt, so a table of medians over grades may be

constructed as before:.

Poor. !ton -Poor

Below At Below .,At

Xiabulary -.64 -.57 .13 - .13

'Reading CoMp. 7.59 -.51 .12 .11

Math Concepts -159 - . 52 , .12 .11

Math Comp. --:50 -.40 .10 .08

-

Contrasts between the below- and at-grade-level tests and comparison6.

across the four content areas show the'ssame patterns as. for.Maternal
1%1

education. Betkeen-Jtest. differences -are all .Very amall-relative to the

difference. between. poor and non-pOor. Again choosing reading comprehens&On
; - -

below as typical, representative means for poor".. and non-poor groups are

7 ..59 and. .12, respectively

It is now possible ,to. cOMpare ihe-slze of the effects of maternal education

and poverty on achievement. The gap between high pchool dropout and high

school graduate is about .61, the high school graduate - college graduate
1

gap is .40, and the poor - non-poor gap is .71. Thus, the gap between

the lowest and highest levels. of maternal education, .61 plus .40, is

Over 40. Percent greater than the p. oor but the poor -

-non-poor gap eitceeds both the- dropoUt high school sap and' the -high

sehOol gap.

47
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1,1

23.2 Effects of Maternal Education and Poverty Contiolling
+'.

Using the tables for Woman!s EduCation by Race, (Table 2.5)

Povetty by iacke (Table 2.6), effects of'7ternal ed cation.
.

controlling for race can be calculated. Turning f rst to
- -

for Race

aitfor
v.

and poverty

Maternal

_ .

,education and,seleCting reading comprehension below7grade level as

typical, the following are the medians over gradea-from the.Woman's

Educationi3y Race-Table.

<HS

White -.24

Black -.90

Hispanic -.83

HS-

L
COLLEGE

-.56

-.28

* Unstable due to small sample

- ..,.., .
.

.
. . -.._

Not controlling for. race, the dropout -: high. school graduate.gap was .61.

K.

-Gapa obtained for white, blaCk, and Hispanic are .50, .34 and

average .46. Thus, controlling for ricereduced...the-droPp4x - high-school

graduate gap by (.61 - :46)/.61:=. 25 percent. The corresponding figures

for the high school graduate - college graduate, gap are.41, .48,-. and .05,,

averaging .31, again a reduCtion of roughly 25 percent, but the figures

-lox Hispanic college graduate should be used with caution, as 'sample-
,

,

sizes are quite small,
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The median poor - non-poor gaps by race fot

grade-level.are as follows:

-White

Black

pispaniC

Poor

.29

-.92

reading compreheniion below-

White,,:Black, and Hispanic gaps are..52,
., ..

indicating.a 40 perdnt.reductiOn

d averaging .45i
..

from the ungtontrolled

- -
standard deViation:

In-conclusion, when race is controlled .the poor - non,Toor gap is roughly

equA1 to the'dropout.-. high ,school graduate gap, about .4

:deviation.-he high school graduate -

roughly .3 standd deviation.

standard

college graduate.gap-is smaller,

2.3.3 Differences in. Maternal Education and Poverty. iffects

Across Content Area-

The tables of medians presehtd
.

contentAifferences- in-.,maternal

Tternal.education content differenCes
,

e '

. I

in section 2.3.1 may _be. used. to examine

education and poverty. eifecis. For both

appear. For maternal eduatiOn the 'dropout - college gape.for'the.four-

'
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content areas were 1.16; 1.01, 1-.04, and .84 using ,the below-grade-level

tests, and 1.18, 1:13, 1.01, and .70 using the at-Igrade-level tests.

Averaging the below- and at-grade-level-figures for each Content area,
0-

-the effects for vocabulary,: reading comprehension; math concepts and

0

math computation are 1.17, 1.02,-1:03,- and .77 standarrideviationsi

respectively. Taking,feading.cOmprehensionas'the bise, maternal

education-effects- are roughly 15 percent larger for vocabulary, 25 percent

smaller for math computation,- and of equal size for Math concepts. Correa.-
. ,

ponding figures fof poverty effects in the four content areas are .74, -67

.67, and .54. 'Again taking reading comprehension as the base, poverty

effects are roughly 10 percent larger for vocabulary, 20 percent smaller

Jor.mathematicacomPUtation, and df. equal size for mathematics concepts.
4

In oOnclusion, vocabulary, is most strongly related to differences in either

poverty status or maternal education,rand mathematics'coMpUtation is least

affected by such differences. Relative variation is somewhat greater with

maternal education than with poverty.

2.3;4 Race Differences Controlling. or. Poverty or Maternal Education

The-tables presenledinsection 2.3.2 provide information on race

differenceacontrolled for maternal education and poverty. Medians across

grades for each test for each race from Table 2.3 are presented below. These



. "show the!uocOnerolled

be COmpaied.

race

716-

effect wpichlthe, Controlled effects are to

Vocabulary

Reading Comp.
t ,

Math'Concepts

° Math Cotp.

WHITE

iti

BLACK HISPANIC

Below

.19

.18

..17

.14

At

.17

..16
. .-
.16.

12 -,

Below

-.80

-.70

---;68

-2.56

At

-.63

7.59

-.61

-.43

Below

-.72

-.6V

.67

.35!

At

-.65

-s60

-.62

- -.34

cs.
I,

741*
,

The vs. at-grade-Ievel differences noted earlier Lao appear for

race. For all/three racial/ethnic groups,' meandeviationw:are larger for

the below.grade-level.tesis in all four-Content area-a. Differences between

.at-!anq belowTgrAde-level tests are smallest for the white group, where

' the at.'-gradelevel tests are moat nearly of appropriate

::Patternaof cOntentdifferencealor the racial/ethn,tc gkoups are similar

:those described earlier for groups defined by maternal education or

poverty, except that some race-by-content inteilttIon is evident. ':ontent-

differences are smaller for the White gkOup and larger for the minority

groups.' Overall, reading comprehension below-grade-level still appears

to be an appropriate "typical" test fpr purposes of comparison.--

The uncontrolled raciai/ethnicgaps on the reading comprehension'below-

. ,

-grade-level test are .88 (white - bfack) and'.92 (white -

'4



Corresponding gaps controlking f

follows:

-17 -.

14

eternal eduation or poverty /Ireas

White .-31eCk White - Hispanic_._ - .

\- .,-

t . i
e. _ ..,

Mother:dropout : '.6r (
/

.59.

Mother HS graduate A2- / .54
...

Mother

Mother'Collete graduate ..75 .90

Poor

Non-poor

Ov\ erall

.

r ,58 .63
.

.75'

o .82.88,.

\

The White - black ga,p among the poor IS only two-thirds as large as the

uncontrolled gap, and among the non-poor the ite black gap is roughly

five-sixths of the uncontrolled figuie. This discrepancy may reflect the

greater heterogeneity of income levels/An the non-poor group; economic

4
status is held more nearly constant by fixing poverty = poor than by

fixing poverty = non-poor. Controlling maternal education doqp not affect A

the black - white gap as much. The mean black - white gap controlling

for maternal educPtion is,(.66 + .82 + .75)/3 or .74, a reduction of

(.88 - .74)1.88 or 16 percent over the uncontrolled figure. The

corresponding reduction in the white - Hispanic gap when maternal

education is controlled is 17 percent. Controlling for poverty status

reduces the white - Black and white - Hispanic gaps by 26 percent and

;

1

16 percent, respectively.
1

n



2.3;5
e.

"Nanspread" Hymehesis.

No clear tterns across the mix grade.1 eels were noted in apy

A
tableS,di cussed thus far. TO probe the ffect of grade more carefully,

Medians across 4.1 eight tests at each

were taken for each racial/ethnic stoup: ReaulteVeie as follows:
m.X.

I,
grade level (seven tests rot grade 1)aY

;

'No
GRADE 2

White .12

Black. -.40 -.55
,

Hispanic -.39 '

:5

,18- .19

-.68 bi!!

-.60

There is evidence in 'this table.of a trend across the first three grade levels,
7

but overall, the hypothesis'that gips between racial/ethnic groups should,

increase with increasing grade level is not supported., The trend over grades.

1 - 3 may be due in ,part to- ,increasing reliability as older children are

'testedand to content discrepancies between stadesA.Xand 2 and le later
, '

grades..

Our#basic methodology for looking a4 group differences can 'be thought of as

focussing. on distributional "overlak". If the median of one group's

distribution, for example.,-is atithe- 25th precentile of another.'s and this-
.

is true in every grade, our procedures Willfind no grade-level increase

the "gap" separating these. groups.. If the same test is givet)iat several

grade levels;.however, total variances at higher grade levels could be

2C
1
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found to be large:: 7elatiVe tNthose in owero3rades. If this were the

case, gaps between advantaged and disadvantaged group's, measured in the

metric of the lower g e, distribution, could be found to increase even

.thesittgg.the "oVerlAiiNs between distribntionsdid-not change. HoweCer,

under these ,circumstances, this seeming increase in variancelcould be
, ,

eliminated bp.a transfermation. Only if the ("o rlae),indices
. .

of group differe ce used in this report also increased,' a
/', _ .,

,

. ------

transformation not be
,
able to remove the widening gap. Therefore, since

mo

test performance metrics of 1 binds are generally assumed to be abitrary

and; capsequent1,- lubject to any. monotonic transformation, the truth of

the "fdn spreae aypc-mnesiS.-- at least in the elementary grades would

seem to'depend an the performance metric used.
t.

2.3.6 Thiletistribution

For Poor and Non -poor

of MaternalvEducation for Each Race and

The last section of Tables 2.1 through 2.6 present proportions of the

4
populatiang in each cell, for each graae level. These figures serve two

purposes, First, results for small cellsare less stable than for larger

cells, 30 knowing the prioportion in each cell is important in judging the

relative accuracy of values in the table. These cell sizes can in fact be.

. .

used to compute the standard errors of table entries, as described in

Appendix A. h addition to inditating the accuracy fl-rtable entries, cell
1

sizes are of interest in themselves. For most purposes, it should be
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4
. -f-'

sufficient to inspect the proportions across the six grades to form an idea
;

.

of the relative sizes of different cells. However, to.illuslrate the pro-_

..-

cedure for recovering moreAnformation.from these data, the =ables'belpw
.

were prepared, using the Woman's Education by,Race and Woman's Education by

Povertyitables (Tables 2. and 2.5).

/

. .

10
MATERNAL EDUCATION I

Race .

NHS HS .._:COLLEGE
.

TOTA1,

White .200 , .505 .089 .794

Black .069 . -.062 :007 .138

Hispanic .051, .016 ..001 .068

TOTAL .320 .583
r097 1.000

...

MATERNAL EDUCATION'

<HS HS COLLEGE TOTAL
Poverty.Stafus

Poor .108 .054 .004 .166.

Non-poor .211 .529 .094 .834

TOTAL :319 1 .583 .098 1.000

]

The values in these tables for individual cells Were obtain4:by averaging

across the six grade levels, weighting each grade according to its total

weight. Marginals were then obtained by simply summing. Differences in the

marginals for each level of maternal education are due to rounding.
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The tablektphow _clear relationships "between maternal educationand each of

race and poverty. ORly..200/.794 = 25f- percent of all Whites' mothers lack

a high school.diPloma, while the corresponding figures Am Black and Hispanic
.. * : ,---

are 50 percent and 75 erc1',._en, respectively.
.

ercent, Sixty7fie y percent and twenty--c.,

.

five percent Of,the,poor and non-poor groups show matirnal education less

than High school. Of motherg who are college graduates, .089/.097. 92

percent are White,'and 96 percent'are nOn=poor.

4. CONCLUSION

.1

4

4

No important systematic iffererkes were found in patterns of)acfiievement

within grades .1 througkifi, and difference for'cOntent areas were small.

The "fanspread" pattern of increasing disparity between.White and Minorit'

achievement was not found. Effects were generally stronger in the higher

.

grades and in the vocabulary. content'area, and weakeilln the area of mathe-
v

ticscomputation, but the rank ordering of different groups was not found
_

.

'to vary systematiCally from grade to grade or from test to test. In two-way
A

tables, the rerages for each'row and column generally give a good pict-_:re

of the'entire cross-tabulation, 'For.all achievement categories, levels of

,performance varied with racial/e0nic group, proportionately more minority

pupils than White.pupils having lower achievement.

-
Comparing other effects to the gap between a maternal educational level of

less than high school (i.e., dropout) and one of college graduation, the

poverty effect was 70.percent and the White-minority gaps were .90 percent

4

fTh

4..1,
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0

as large. When racial /ethnic gro is controlled, the, maternal educatiob,

effeCt was reduced by 20 percent, while the poverty effect fell. over 4.0 ,

percent. /Thus within,ricial/ethnic groups the effect of maternal educa-.

- ,

ton is twice as great as the. effect of poverty.

4

)1n our view, the .large magnitude of the parental `education effects;
A

comparison to both racial/ethnic and elcOmic differences in'achAvement.
. "

,

.

has profound.policy imqicativrik.forltha evaluation of eduCatiOnaVprograms.

Clearly, the cshOrt-term effects of such pfograms on ucational'achidikement
. /0

are only apart ortheir societal begefit. Longer-term impacts,,especially

0 '1for future generations, need to be carefully weighed if total benefits are

hot to be. under valued.



Table 2.1 Mean Achievement b

Mother's Education.

Vocabulary Test Below
GradeLevel

Not High School Grad4te.

High Sbhool Gradligte

College Graduate "
., . g

<

i .

Vocab,4249ATest At
Grade Level ."

Not.High School Graduate

High BSc 'iool Graduate.*--

College Graduate

Reading Comprehension Test
. Below Grade Level

Not High School Graduate

High School Graduate

College Graduate

Reading Comprehension Test
At Grade Level

Not High School Graduate

High School Graduate

-"College Graduate

-23-

Motter's Education and.Xrade (Eight Teats)
( i/

Grade
5 6

-

-0.580 -0.23 -0/505 , -0.499 :',20..521 -0A5
,

.0:165 '7., 0.420 0.131 0 :147 10.145 0.166

-Th 0.659 0.615 0.447 0.716' , d.4 :'29. 0.749
:... ,1/ ......

, P , 6

-0.272 -0.579 :458 - 0.451' -0.515 -0.475

0.115 0.121 0.1240.069 0.142 0.132

0.405 0.831 0.637 0.7" 0.678 0.747

. -

.

-0.407 -0.538 -07-lit2.8 -0.451 -0.494 -0.511

0.113 0.134 0.152 0.142 0.140 0.139

0.424 0.650 0.380 0.610 '0.467 0.719

11/4

' -0.165 -0.456 ` ---0.396 -0.432 -0.478 -0.463

0.041 0.091 0.103 0.129 0.142 0.121

0.274 0.758 0.583 0.674 0.58( 0.743

.e.

1
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Table.1 Mean Achievement .by Mother' s,Eddcation and Grade (Eight Tests) - do nt'd

Mother's Education

IMath -Concepts Test
Below Made Level

Not High School Graduate

High School Graduate

College. Graduate

0 t

Grade c--1
1 2 3 ' 4 Nft 5 6

-0.528 V -.0.479

Q.145 0.117

0.535 0.515

)

7-7lidth Concepts Tett :
At GLAde Level' !

Not High School Graduate'
. .

-0.377 -0.419

High SchOol Graduate 0.116 0.-095

--- College Graduate . 0.377' 0.529

k-

(MathComputation Test 1,

. Below! Grade Level

'.Not High School Graduate

High School Graduate

College Graduate.

Math Computation Test
At Grade-Level

Not High School Graduate

High School Graduate

College- Graduate

Proportion in Each'
Group, by Grade

Not. High School Graduate

}Ugh School Graduate

College Graduate.

A

0

Total Weight-for Each Grade'

-0.245

0.-077

0.252

-0.376

0.081

0.492

-0.328

0:Q73

0.423

20.388 -0.451 -64.518

0.085 : 0.129 0.137

0.608 0.596 0.456

--)

kt.:.

,

:Ld?

-0.444 '7pi4 29 . .-0.48

0.112 '$.0123 0.145,

-0.582 .0.658 0.579

/

- 0.332 -0.337 -0.374

0.078 0.088. 0.096

0.464 0.582 '10.429.

r

0.153

4.560

-0.421

- 0.115

0.638.

-.0.349

0.094

0.511

-0.224°

0.034

0.435

0.282 0.27 0 . 295

0.006 6.1600
A

Q-592

-L0.110, 0.123- 0.114

-0.275

0.090

0.357

-0.399

0.111

0%531

0.312, 0.301 0.294

0.591 0.592% -0.617

0.097 (0.107 0.0B9

J,

-0.259

0.650

0.547

r

;

' 1

2000.006' 2049.089 2075. i45, 1953.464 1936.687 2346.341

4

.,--,
Nom. .A.':b141.ttpace indicates only the at5grade-level.matli computation ,test

.'"
pia tered. at grade .1. t.)A A
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Table 2.2 Mean AchieveMent by Poverty Status. and Grade (Elghr Tests)

-25 :

Poverty Statud.'

t

. Grade

Vocabulary Test 43elow.
Gradg Level.

-Poor

Non-poor

-0.648 0.60. 0.759 -0.637, :628

0.-131 0.120 0.157 0.144_ .121

Vocabulary Tett- At
'Grade' LeVe1

Poor

/Non-poor

Reading Cbmisfebension Test
Below Grade Lpvel.-:

Poor
. - .

)Non-poor

.

:Reading Comprehension Test
At ,Grade Level*

S.

Poor

Non-poor

- 0.229 0.668' -0.586 -0.552 -0.595 L0.533

0.049 0.137 0.134 0.129 0.121 0.099.:

- 0.571 -0.606 -0.651 -0.556 -0.604 -0.560

0.116 0.124 0.152. 0.127 -, 0.1/9 - 0..088

-0.160 -0.471

0.033 0.106

-0.549

0429

-0.484

0.112

Math Concepts Test Below
4

Grade Level :

Poor -0.608 0.570. -0.558

Non-pdor . 0.116 0.118 0.123
4

Nith Concepts Test
At Glade Level

Poor o -0.422 :40.489 -0.675

Non-poor 0.084 .0.101 0.145

4.'1

-0.531

0.108

" -0.649 -0.621

0.140 0.112
.

0.098

-0.576

0.101

-0.508 Z0.556 40.530

0.115 0.110 0.096
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2,:2 Mean Achievement by Poverty Status and Grade (Eight Tests) - cont'd

Poverty. Status
'

Math C utation Teat.
Below Gi de Level:

POof

Non-pdor''

Math_OompUtationTest
4kAt.Grade.Leyel.'

-

Poor

- Non -poor

Grade
1

.(

3 . 4 5 , 6

-0.509 -0.521 - 0.502`-) -0.489 -0.429

0.102 0.1174 0.113 0.085 0.076

-0.292. -0.391 -0.407 -0.3294 0.426 -0.402

0.059 0.080 '.0.092 0.075 0.086 0.073

Proportion in Each GroUp,\

poor

Non-poor

.0.164 \ 0.17_0( 0.181._ 0.182 0.164 0.148

0.836 0.830 0.819' 0.818 0.896 Q.852

Total Weight for-EadGrade 2719.648 2400.913 2450.117 2318.8991 2313.112 2704.318

-NOTE: A blank space indicates only. 'the at-grade-level math computation test
was administered'at grade. 1.



Table 2.3 Mean Achievement by Racial/Ethnic Group and Grade (Eight-Tests)
A

Racial/Ethnic 1 2r-_
Vocabulary Test Below
.Grade Level

White 0.182 0.132
t

Black ' -0.659 -0.488
4
Hispanic -0:1720 -0.584

Vocabulary Test, At
iGnade Level'.

White 0.073 0.173

Black -0.196 -0.647

Hispanic -0.310 -0.656

Reading Comprehension Test
Beldw Grade Level

Grade a

3 4 . 5

0.216 0.216

-0.870 -0.795

-0.922 -0.729

0.200 13.184 .

-0.694 -0.616
,

-0.700 -0.657

White 0.165 0.171 0.212

Black -0.571 .-0.605 -0.754

Hispanic -0:494 -0.628 -0.793

Reading Comprehension Test,
At Grade Level

White , 0.040 0.136 0.185

:Black.
°

-0.062 :0.446- '-0.610

Hispanic?:. -0.270 L0.501 -0.635

i.

ols

.0.189

-0.655 ,

-0.645.

0.173

-0.643

0.195

-0.797

'0.171

- 0.804.

70.716, -0.871

0.192 0.135

-0.731 -0.596

-0:608 - 0.650

0.188 0.158

-0.750, -0.752

-0.571 -0.762

,0.186 0.141

'-0.703 - 0.665.

-0.583 -0.619

4



Table_2.3 _Mean_Achievement :by__Racial/Etbnic Group 'and- Grade- (Eight Tests ) - cont

'Racial/Ethnic

-Math Concepts Test.-
Below Grade Level

White 1 0.174 o .34.,5

Black -0.622 -0.642

Higpanic 3' -0.556 -0.514

Math Concepts Test
At Grade,Level

"\White 0.116 . 0.140

Black -0.399 -0.548
,Hispanic -0.389 -0.486

iiith Computation Test
Be1oW Grade Level

White 0.137

Black -0.559

Hispanic

.-.Myth Computation Test
At Grade. Level

White .
0.088 0.114-

Black
.

-0.314 -0.491

Hispanic -0.251 -0.282

Proportion in Each group,
by Grade

White 0.775 0.793

, Black 0.151 0.138

Hispanic 0.074 0.069

0.173 0.191- 0.180

- .637 -0.709 -0.788

-O. 15 -0.725 -0.646

0.213 0.177 0.187

-0.793 -0.629 -0.704

-0.804 -0.605 -0.629

0.163 0.135 0.130

-0.6314 - 0.560. -0.591

-0.511 -0.33* -0.2S2

0.132 0.099 0.134

-0.507 -0.348 -0.504

-6.391 -0.365 -0.445

0.786 0.784 0.787

0.143 0.145 0.154

0.071 0.071 0.060

0.149

-0.745

-0.685

0.133

-0.596

-0.698

0.092

-0.502

.-0.349

0.075

-0.376

-0.312.

0.829

0.112

0.059

Total. Weight for Each Grade 2696.138 2411.270 2447.269 2311%785 2302.719 2713.648

NOTE; kblank space indicates only the at-grade-level math.computation.test
was administered at grade L.:



__LTable_24 . Mean-Achievement by 'Mothers- Educations Poverty -Status--and: Grade--
(Eight TestOY

.

ft.

*Ciher'S Ed Poverty: Status

Vocabulary Test-Below :-
Grade Level

Not High School Boor
draduate

ionpoor-

High School Poor
Graduate

Nonpoor.

College Poor
Graduate

NonpOor

-0.800

-0/407

-0.342

0.239

"' -0.493

0.768

-0.755

-0.379

-0.363

0.191

0.290.

0.652

Vocabulary Test At
Grade Level

Not High School

. .

High 'School

''Graduate

College
Graduate

NOTE:

-

poor

Aionpoor

1*§t
...

Nonpoor:

Poor et.

%

-0.281 . -0.813

-0.241 . -0:4224

74)..099,

0,102

4).42

1,0AOL,.

t
Grade

4

-0.978'. -0.844

-0.246 -0.343

-0.419 -0.250

0.222 0.237

0.530 0.736

0.525 0.816'

-0.746 -0.727

.;-0.307 -0.319

-0..225,

4

0.40 -,.7Q00134- .850'

-0.802 -0.842

-0.356 -0.450

-0.332' -0.391.

0.223 0.238

,-6.355

0.623 0.792

-0.767 '-0.660

-0.368 -0,367

-0.275 -0.334

-0,2Z0 Q.193

4.432' 0.610

0.740 0.792

A daih (-) Indicates insufficient sample size tg;`'estiMate mean achi'evement.

311

4.

..4.
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Tabre_2. Mean_Achlevement___by_Mothes!s Education,_ Pover_ty Status, and
Grade (Eight Tests) - cont"-d

Mother's Ed _Poverty Status

Reading Comprehension Test
EelostGrade Level

Not'High School Pot*
"Graduate

'Nonpoor

High School
disduate

College
Graduate

Poor

Nonpoor

Poor

Nonpoor

Reading Comprehension Test
At Grade Level .

Not High School Poor'.
Graduate

Nonpoor,

High School Poor
Graduate

Nonpoor
,

College Poor
Graduate M

Nonpoor

Grade
3. 4 5 64

70.695 -0.811 -0.831 -0.712 -0.786 -0.727

:0.255 -0.404 '-0.227 -0.328 -0.327 L0.397

-0.281- -0'.297 -0.383 -0.219 -0.315 70.343

0.189 0.114 0.235 0.222 0.221 0.203

0.133 0.251 0.394 0.196 0.057 1.045

0.441 - 0.737 0.483
ik

0.714 0.545 0.757

_

-0.188 -0.570 -0.665 -0.629 -0.681 -0.665

-0.130 -0.351 -0.250 -0.331 -0.355 -0.367-

-0.024' '-0.317 -0.403 -0.199 -0.270
e
-0.364-

-0.060
.

0.150 0°.185 0.195 0.217 0.191

-0.123 0.648 0.682
4
0.364 -0.332 1.087

0.237 0.821, 0.691 0.788 0.634 0.783



Table 2. Mean Achievement.bY Mother's Educabion, Poverty Status, and
Grade (Eight-Tests) - coned

4

Mother's Ed. Poverty tStatus

. _

Grade -

1 2 3 4

Maih-Concepts Test.
Below Grade Level

.

Not High School Poor
Graduate

Nonpoor
#`-

High School_ Poor
Graduate

Nonpoor

College Poor
Graduate

Nonpoor

Math Concepts-Test'
At Grade-Level

Not High School Poor
Graduate

Nonpoor

High School Poor
Graduate

Nonpoor

College Poor
-Graduate

Nonpoor

-0.762 - 0.695 -0.715

-0.368 -0.375 -0.228

-0.299 -0.388 -0.316

0.213 0.204 0.164

- 0.936 0.121 0.500

0.582", 0.5t3 0.68?

a.

-0:600 -0.859

-0.274 741.301 -0.243
,

-0.309 -0:356 ''-0.426

0.165 0.153 0.206

0.397 -1 0.859

0.416 t 0.575 0.653

-0.857

-0.283

-0.256

0.218

0.056

0.682

-0.664

70.310

-0.233

0.193

0.342

0.741

-0.818

-0.354

-0.310

0.214

-0.183

0.556

4

-0.714

-0.342

-0.279

0.211

-0.329

0.618

-0.731

-0.383

-0.342

0.218

0.721

0.598

-0.626

-0.326

-0.461

0.190'

0.806

0.663

NOTE: A dash (-) indicates insufficie t sample size.to estimate mean achievement
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Table 2.4 Mean Achievement by Mother's Education, Poverty Statds, and
Grade (Eight Tests) -

Mother's Ed Poverty Status

cont'd

Grade
1 2 3 4 5 6

Math Computation Test
Below Grade Level

-

Not High School Poor
Graduate

Nonpoor

High School Poor
Graduate

Nonpoor

College .Poor

Graduate,
. Nonpoor.

Math Computation Test
At' Grade:Level_

Not-High School. Poor
Graduate

r

High School - Poor
Graduate

Nonpoor

,

Poor
-Graduate

Nonpoor

-0.320

° - 0.195.

-0.2081

0.119

-0.203

0.280

-0.599

-0.285

-0.418

0.159

0.449

- 0.533

.

-0.452

-0.258

-0.358

0.131

0.414

0.462

-0.663 -0.631

-0.168 -0.207

-0.348 -0.255

0.149. 0.158

0.466 -0.186

0.563 0.701

-0.468 -0.441

-0.122 -0.196

-0400100"'=0.158

0.105 '0.136

0.044 0.251

0.503 0.427

-0.601

-0.228

-0.287 .

0.139

0.028

0:473

-6.519.

-0.311

-0.263

0.172

-0.112

0.550

-0.480

-6.269
0

-0.400

0.151

0.752,

0.513

-0.455

-0.163

-0.36,

0.099

0.570

NOTE: A blank space indicates only the at-grade-level math computation test was
administered at grade 1.

A dash

/
) indicates insufficient sample size to estimate mean. achievement.
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Table 2.4 Mean Achievement by Mother's Education, Poverty Status, and
Grade (Eight Tests) - cont'd

'Sy

Grade

r

Mother's Ed' Poverty Status. 1

Proportion in Each Group,
by Grade

.1:

2
No High School
Graduate

High School
Graduate

College.
Graduate

Poor

Nonpoor

Poor

Nonpoor

Poor

Nonpoor.

0.110

0.204

0.051

0.534

0.002

0.099

0.104 41.4

0.191

0.059 .

0.532

0.006

0.108

0.116

0.204

0.056

0.522

0.0054

0.096

0.116

0.222

0.061

0.512

0.603

0.087

0.105

0.227

0.053

0.517

0.003

0.095

0.100

0.220

0.045

. 0.551

0.002

0.082

a

° Total Weight for Each Grade 2618.439, 2332.835 2375.737 2245.256 2241.590' 2604.52

, . C .-

V

c.

e.
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Table:2.5 Mean Achievement by Mother's Education, Racial/EthniC Group
and Giade (Eight Tests)

Mother's Education Racial/Ethnic

Vocabulary Test'
Below Grade Level

Not a High School White -0.397
Graduate

Black -0.910

Hispara7 -0.529

High School L, White 0.289
Graduate

Black -0.474

Hispanic -0.191

College Graduate White 0.855

0.072.

-Hispainic 0.419

Vocabulary Test
At Grade Level

Not .'a High School Whita -0.217
Graduate s e

BlAci -0.310

Hispanic fi -0414

High School White 0.126
Graduate

Black -0.122

Hispanic .-0.303

College Graduate White 0.456

Black ,0.109

.
Hispanic -0.093

Grade

3.

1

4 5

-0.356

-0.778

, -0.782

.0.196

-0.253

-0..20

0A97

-0.092

0

-0,393

-0.845

-0.856

0.233

-0.539

-0.187

-0.948

-0.209

-0.181

-1.042

-1.015

0:279

-0.760

-0.781

0.582

0,120

0.046

-0.234

-0.828

-0.774

0.274

-0.619

-0.617

0.775

0.335

0.242

-0.240

-0.975

-0.905

0.297

-0.634

-0.344

0.908'

0.032

0.382

.

-0.283

-..0.756

-0.709

,v0.260

-0.486

-0.562

0.954

-0.065

-0.124

-0.244 -0.360

- 0.945 -1.053

70.911 - 1.034.

0.282 0.287

-0.649 -0.626

-0.023 -0.365

0.620 0.828

-0.483 - 0.116

-0.110

1 0

-0.275. -0.338'

70.892 -0.733

-0.801 -0.730

0.281 0.237

-0.587 / -0.513

0.0051 -0.395

0.776 0.818

-0.298 0.180

0.472

NOTE: A dash (-) indicates insafficient sample size to estimate mean achievement.
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Table 2.5 Mean Achievement by-NotbeiLs Education,. Raciel/EthniC Group
And Gradetgight Tests)- cent'A--i

_

Grade.

'mother's Education Racial/Ethnic 1 2. 3 4

Reading Comprehension Test
Below Grade Level

Not a High School White -0.232 -0.340 -0.147 -0.248 -0.240 -0.306
Graduate

Black -0.755 -0.922 -0.87 -0.791 -0.917 -0.923

Hispanic -0.570 -0.841 -0.764 -P.758 -0.938

High School White 0.253 0.252 0.284 0.273" 0.280 0.253'
.Graduate

Black -0.476 -0.389 -0.686 -0.508 -0,1.603 -0.637

Hispanic . 70.410 -0.107 652 -0,318 -0.014 -0.246
,. .

r ,

College Graduate White 0.463. 0.7.90 0.507 0.809 0.558 0.801

Black 0.216 -0.078 -0.104 -0.268 0.021

Hispanic -0.374 - -0.089 -

4 .

Reading Comprehension Test
At Grade,, Level

'Not a High Schopl
Graduate

-

High School
Graduate

College Graduate
...

White

Black

Hispa4c
C ,

White
,

Black

Hispanic

WhiNc

Black

Hispanic

-0.109

-0.132

-0.318

0.064

0.004

-0.086

0.270

-0.040

-0.349

-0.574

-0.462

0.188

-0.385

-0.295

0.886

0.003

-

) -0.194

-0.681

-0.712

0.243

-0.593

-0.484

0.728

0.432

0.116

=0.271

-0.656

-0.725

0.252

-0.493

-0.488

0.878 .

-0.049

-0.260

-0.824

-0.729

0.285

-0.590

-0.142

0.671

-0. 0

-O. 21

-0.310

-0.868

-0.699

'0.230'

- 0.525.

-0.304

0.815

0.281

NOTE: A dash S-) indicates insufficient sample size to, estimate mean achievement.
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. Table 2.5:Mean Achievement:by Mother's Education, RaCial/Ethnic Group
and Grade (Eight Tests1-Contld

Mother's- Education .Racial/Ethnic

Grade....

2 3 .4'
.

Math Concepts Test
Below Grade Level

.

Not a High School White -0.346' -0.299 -0.173 -0.243 -0.267, -0.325
Graduate

Black

Hispanic

-0:808

-0.661

-0.839

-0.746

-0.759

-0.787

-0.824

-0.895

-Q.939

-0.882

-0.920

-0.806

Hie School White. 0.278 0.225 0.209 0.270 0.280 0.267
Graduate

Black

Hispanic

-0.529

-0.337

-0.480

0.043

-0.543

-0.539

-0.612

-0.316

-0.656

-0.013

-0.602

-0.319

College Graduate White 0.631 0.607 0.763 0.752 0.538 0.626

Black 0.034 - 0.535. 0.289 0.063 I -0:404 0.017

Hispanic.: -0.029 0.1 -0.093

Math;ConCeOts Test
At GradeLeVel:'

:

Not a High School -White -0.244 -0.241 -01171 -0.2194 -0.280
Graduate

Black -0.547 -0.700 -0.916 -0.786 -0.745'

Hispanic =0.443 -0.658 -0.911 -0.716 -0.778
..-

High School White 0.196 0.180 ' 0.275 0.241 . 0.288
Graduate

Black -0.321 -0.432 70.718 -0.508 -0.660

_Hispanic -0.319 -0.104 - 0.690. -0.366 -0.128

College Graduate White 0.469 0.641 0.696 0.797 0.676

Black -0.103 -0.280 0.196 0.194r -0.473

Hispanic 0.174 0.248

NOTE: A dash (-) indicates insufficient sample size to estimate mean achievement.
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-0.264

-

-0.811

0.217

-0.510

-0.299

0.695

0.171



Table 2.5 Mean Achievement ty:MbOler's Education, Racjil/Ethnie Group-
- -- and''Crade (Eight Tests).- caned'

.....
of

S1

Grade
Mother's Education Racial/Ethnic 1 . -2 3 4 5 .6

Computation Test
Below Grade LeVel.

7O

4' 1

Not a High School White -0.199 -0.139 -0.224 ---0.196 .-0.255
Graduate

Black -0.799 70.7,07 -0.658 -0.740 -0.632

Hispanic -0.612 0.604 -07410 -0.380 -0.372

High School.
Graduate

White,

Black

0.170

-0.409

0.197

-0.577

0.194

-0.491

0.184

-0.420

' 0.168

-0.414

Hispanic r,-0.035' -0.250 -0.195 -0.119 -0.185

College. Graduate White 0.595 0.588 0.751 0.509 0.532

Black -0.160 0.311 -0.031 16.477 0.233

Hispanic 0.079 0.410 0.241

.M4tkComputation Test
44GradlOreyel, , -

-

Not a Big Schoolchool White
Graduat

Black

Hispanic

High School .White
Graduate

Black

Hispanic

College Graduate White

Black

Hispanic

-0.158 -0:217 -0.081_1-0.189

-0.391 -0.631 -0.545 -0.459

-0.323 -0.370 -0.428 -0.366

0.143 0.160 0.141 -0.164

-0.254 -0.436 -0.4* -0.228'

-0.081 -0.095 -0.220 -0.521

0.336 0.520 0.536 0.474

-0.242 -0.143 0.057 0.052

-0.534 -0.170

NOTE: A blank space ,indicates'only-the at-grade-level math computation test
was,administered at grade 1,

-0.251 - 0.196.

-0.621 -0.433

-0.532 -6.334

'0,207 0.110

-0.355 -0.357

-0.166 -0.141

0.621 0.579

-0.546 0.373

-0.153

A dash indicates'insufficient sample size to estimate mean aChievement.
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Table 2.5 Mean Achievement by Mother's Education, Racial/EthniC Group=
and Grade Might Tebts)-- cont'd

-/

Mother's Education Racial /Ethnic 1 2

.
Proportion in Each Group,
by Grade

Grade/

4

Not a Big4,School White 0.189 0.185 ' 0.193 0.207
Graduate .

Black 0.07 1 0.060' 0.073 . 0.080

Hispanic ( 0.054 0.049 0.055 0.052

High tchool. White
Graduate'

Black

Hispanic.

College.Graduate White

Black-.

Total Weight For Each Grade'

0.502 0.508 0.500 . 0e499

d.066 Q.065 0.063 0.057

0.018 0.018 0.016' 0.017

0.089 0.104

0.010 0.005

0.001 0.001

0.092 0.0-79

0.006 0.008

0.003 0.002.

6

0.208 0.221

0.075 0.e054

-0:049. 0.044

0.491 0.529

0.068 0.051

0.011 0.016.

0.090 0:079

0.007 0.004

0.001 .0.0002

261K419 2332 4 .2375.735 2245.257
fa

2241.590 2604.5

40



Table 2..6 Mean Aclevement by poverty. Status Race , and Grade (Eight Tests)

Poverty Stistus Raj.' .

1,,9cabulary Test; Below

Grade Level

Poor 'White

BlaCk

Hispanic

Nonpaor White

Black

Hispanic

o irocItulary Zest At
Grade Level

Poor White

Black

Hispanic
. .

Nonpoor White

Black

'Hispanic

Grade

-0.497 -0.425 -0.331 - -0.252 -0.261 -0.334

-0.896 -0.671 -1.107 -0.954 -0.945 -1.083

-0.487 . -0.947 -14151 : -0.914 , -0.937, -0.933

0.246 0.188 0.273 0.271 0.238 02221

-0.503 ' -0.308 -0.679 -0.639 -0.660 -0.579

-0.386 -0.426 -0.742 -0.626 -0.629 -0.802

k -

-0.230 -0.445 -0:294 -0.268 -0.286

-0.177 -0.817 -0.832 0.784 -0.864

70.364 -0.983 -00,820 -0.746 -0.824
1

'0.109 . 0.239 0.261 0.239 0.241 0.183

-0.234 -0.508 -0.579 -0.467 -0.618 -0.410

-0.293 -0.493 -0.618 //:-0.600 -0,533 -0.621

3' 5 .

-0.335

-0.803

-0.673

a

\`
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Table 2.6 Mean Achievement by Poverty Status, te, and Grade (Eight Tuts) - cont'.d

\_

Poverty.Status' :Race
Grade

1 5 6.

Reading.Comprehension Test
BelowHGrade Level

....

Pcior --\White

lack

-0.340

-0.789 :

-0.357

-0.743

-0.309

-0.922

-0.192,

-0.839

70.279 ,

-0.899

-.227

-.978

Hispanic -0.611 -0.997 -0.948 -0.795 -0.799 ' -.853

"
S

Nonpoor Whip 0.214 0.223 0.268 0.233 0.233 .195

BlaCI -0.394 -0.478 -0.598 -0.475 -0.625' -.522

Hispanic -0.478 - 0.444. 70.671., -0.552 -0.490 -.703I
rt

Reading aomprehension Test.
At Grade Level

,Poor White -0.159 -0.355 -0.322 -0.172 -0.277' -0.297

Black -0.021 , -0.488 ,-0.710 -0.699 -0.817 -0.893

Hispanic -0.420 -0.686 -0.772 -0.773 -0.538 -0.642

Nonpoor White 0.063 / 0.191 0.247 0.214 0.22 c 0.184

Black. -0.104 -0.408 -0.514 -0.439 -0.590 -0.468

Hispanic -0.199 -0.384 -0.531 -0.566 -0.635 -0.575



Fr:
Table 2'.6 Mein Achlevementl,Y Poverty Status, Race, and Grade (Eight.Tests ) - cont'd

Poverty Status

Math Concepts Test
Below Grade' Level

Poor

NonpoOr,

Math ConCepts Teat
At .Grade Level

Poor

Nonpoor.

110

Race

White
.

Black

Hispanic

White.

Black

Hispanic

White

Black

Hispanic

White

Black

Hispanic

Grade
1 2 3 4 5

-0.438 -0.328 -0%230 -0.331 -0.225 -0.344

. -0.744 -0.794 -0.832 -0.915 -1.003 -0 925

-0.786 -0.749 -0.867 -0.899 -0.860 -0.665

v0.231 0.210. 0.219 0.248, ., 0.211 0.196

"=0.543 -0.508
.,

-0.440 -0.514 "-0.604 -0.584

-0.469 -0.406 -0.587 -0.628 -0.578 -0.66f

r

-0.322 -0.302 -0.324 -0.168 -0.281 -0.337

-0.51y -0.622 -0.969 -0.784 ,0.815 -0.787

-0.455 - 0.713. -1.021 -0.830 -0.743 -0.707

0.164 0.186 0.275 0.217 0.233' 0.182

"-0.12:1 -0.47-0 -0.630 -0.4;5* -0.595 -0.454

:rp.378 -0.383 -0.645 - .0.478 -0:598 -0.655

L./
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Table 2.6 Mean Achievement by Poveity Status, Race, and Grade (Eight Tests) - cont'd

- .

Poverty.Status Race

Math Computation, Test
Below Grade Level

Poor

Nonpoor

White

Black

Hispanic

White

Black

Hispanic

'Math Computation Test
At Grade Level

Poor,

Nonpoor

White

Black

Hispanic

White

Black

Hispanic

Proportion in gach Group-,
by. Grade

Poor

Nonpoor

White

Black

Hispanic

White

Black

Hispanic

, Total Weight for Each Grade.

NQTE:

"'

1

- 0.219

0.346

0.318

0.120

- 0.295

-0.242

0.076

0.063

0:024

0.705

Y0.082

0.050

Grade
3 4 5

-0.267 -0.264 =0.289 -0.210 -0.278

-0.741 -0.786 -0.774 -0.845 -0.711

-0.687 - 0.704. -0.467 70.309 -0.322

0.181 0.212 0.187 0.160 0.129

-0.4L9 , -0.465 -0.3§4 -0%394 -0.320

-0.353 -0.359 -0.289 -0.304 -0.334

-0.108 -0.233 -0.171 -0.227 -0.360

-0.627 -0.633 -0.507 -0.646 - 0.499

-0.385 -0.446 -0.400 -0.431 -0.382

0 150 0.175 0.134 0.172 0.118

-0.394 -0.384 -0.191 -0.381 -0.263

-0.247 -0.342 -0.411 -0.478 -0.231

L

0.079 0.085 0.084 0.076 0.078

,0.066 0.064 0.069 07065 0.049

0.023 0.031 0.027 0.019 0.021

0.717 0.701 0.702 0.712 0.752

-0.069 0.078 0.076 0.085 -10.061

0.045 0.042 0.043 0.042 0.039

2640.422 2350.790 2393.064 2263.25.3 2260.522 2639.59

A blank space indicates only the at-grade-level math computation testwas adMinistered at grade'l. 4
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STANDARD ERRORS.OF TABLE. ENTRIES

Analysis of variance was applied to selected tables, and the highest-
,

order interaction was used to estimate the error variance. A procedure

based on these analyses is presented in Part.1 of this appendix. In

Part 2, the derivation of the procedtre is described.

PART 1. A Computational Procedure for Estimating Standard Errors

The standard error of the mean achievement for any given group may be

estimated as-

1.03

Pg

where p = the proportion in the.given group for that grade

and g = the total weight for that grade.

For example, in Table 2. ]the mean on the vocabulary below-grade-level

test for first graders whose pothers were not high school graduates is

reported 'as -.580. At the end of Table 2.1, the proportion,of first

_graders in this category is shown as t282, and the itotal weight for

grade 1 is given as 2300..006. Entering theie numbers into the formula,.

S.E.
1.03

.282 X 2300.006 = .040

4 ;



-Thus, a 68 percent confidence interval for the below-grade-level vocabulary

meanyfor.first grade children whose mothers are high school drqpouts is

-.580 7. .040. The same standard error applies to the at-grade-level

vocabulary test, the two reading comprehension tests, etc. To test the

difference between the mean first-grade achievement for this group and for_

the second level of maternal education, the standard error of the_difference

between the Means. for these two groups maybe computed as follows. First,

the standard error for the high school. graduate group is calculated:

1.03
.606 x 2300.-006

.027

Thenpkthe formula for the standard error of a difference is used:

Entering the standard errors fOr the two groups,

SE
1-2

(.040)2 -+ (,.,027)2 = .048

A .t test may now be calculated as the mean difference divided-by

its standard error:

.145 - ( -.528)
.048

14.02



A-3

The stadtard error estimate is. based .on

freedom, hence the normal approximation

significance of this value. .Fora
I.

however, a probability statement is clearly unnecessary..
,

more than thirty degrees-of

could be Ilsed to test the

statistic of this magnitude,

The di erent groups at each grade level and across:grade levels are\

distinct samples of pupils. Hence, standard errors computed in this

way are appropriate

The same

group on

positive

for pairwise comparison; across groups or grades.*

pupils took the eight different tests, thus results for the same

different tests are, positively correlated. However, these
4

correlations between tests signal smaller standard errors of the

differences between.tests than between groups. Therefore, a conservative

procedure is, to estimate the standard errors of differences between tests

in the same way as those for group differences.

PARi. 2. Derivation of, the Computational Procedures

Standard errors. estimated for spec

the application of the analysis of vari

7,--

fic tests in selected tables by

nce procedure described below.

Results showed no systematic differences across tests or tables, hence
%

the same.procedure may be used-to estimate standard errors.Yor
4
figures

* The clustering and statification in the original sampling design
are reflected in.our-estimation procedure.

lE

O



e v.
A-4

for any. of the tests in any table.

In each analysis a set of the relativemeans included in the report

were used as data, each weighted according to the size of the sample,on
"

which it waa*dbed. Weighted estimation is necessary whenever the

probabilities of sample selection were not uniform. Weights are

. \
constructed so that population subgioups.Which are under- or over- .

represented in the sample enter into estimates of population values in

inverse ratio to their probability of selection. Thus, the proportion

of thetotal weights (i.e., sum of individual weights) for pupils in any

grade or subdivision is an estimate of the proportion of the total grade

1-6 public school population in that grade or subdivisiob. Total weights

for each grade are given at the end of each table. (Due to the exclusion

of missing data, totals vary somewhat from table to table.,). Weights for

subdivisions Within a grade may be calculated as the product of the group

proportion and the total weight for the grade. These weights were defined

such that the total weight across all grades was equal to the numbers of

pupils in the sample. I.e., the averageweight across all pupils in the

sample was 1.00. Details of sample design and weight construction are

given in Sustaining Effects Study. Technical Report numbers 1 and 2, by

Hoepfner, Zagorski, and Wellisch (1977) and by Breglio, Hinckley, and

Beal (1978, Appendix B). it*

The mean square corresponding.to"the highest order interaction in each

analysis was taken as an (upper bound) estimate of the error variance.

In a set of estimates formed in this way for the eight tests, using

to

I.
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A -5

Tabl 3,_hours television by race by grade, the ratio of the largest

error mean square to the smallest was 1.73,-corresponding to a 32 percent

variation in standard errors across.theeight tests. PatternS of

differences were not replicated across other tables, however, and.a

test foi heterogeneity failed to reject the null hypothesia of-equal

error variances for the eight tests. The value 1.03 in the forioula

:presented above was the median error mean square across all the

analyes performed.

5()


